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ABSTRACT: In micro grid control and operation, failure detection is essential because it makes the system quick to isolate and 
recover from the fault. Due to the use of inverter-interfaced distributed generation in microgrids, standard fault detection systems 
are no longer appropriate because they rely on large fault currents. We propose an intelligent microgrid fault detection technique 
based on wavelet transform neural networks and ANFIS in this paper. The scheme uses a discrete wavelet to pre-process branch 
current measurements sampled via VI Bus measurement for extracts statistical features. Then all available data are entered into 
deep neural networks to generate false data. The proposed scheme can offer significantly improved fault-type classification 
precision compared to previous work. In addition, the system can detect fault locations that are not available in previous work. A 
comprehensive evaluation study on the CERTS microgrid and the IEEE 5 bus system is undertaken to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed failure detection scheme. The results of the simulation demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in 
terms of detection accuracy, computer speed and measurement uncertainty robustness. 

Index Terms—Fault detection, fault location, microgrid protection, wavelet transform, neural network. 

INTRODUCTION:  

Due to progress in Distributed Generation (DG) development [1], microgrids are gathering attention from industry and 
research community. Thanks to improved power efficiency, reliability and quality, these will bring advantages to modern 
power system control. Microgrids can be operated on either grid-connected or in the Icelandic mode if the external grid 
suffers from disruptions like deviations of frequency and voltage fluctuations. Critical loads in microgrids can be supplied 
without the external grid in island mode by load-side DGs. In the meantime, microgrid protection is one of the main and 
critical tasks[1]–[3]. With the progressive use in modern power systems of renewable energy sources, micro-grids are 
commonly integrated with interface DGs, such as PVDG and battery energy storage systems. inter-face DGs are also 
commonly integrated (BESS). Large fault currents depend on traditional protective relays for distribution system fault 
detection. However, only negligible fault currents can contribute to IIDG's that protect schemes are not enabled[4]. These 
relays can therefore not protect microgrids. [5] provides a detailed analysis of the dynamics of current and voltage in such 
microgrids. Microgrid failure detection usually has three goals. If the system has a fault, the type of fault (e.g. single-phase-
to-ground, three-phase-short, etc.) should be determined, and the fault phase should be determined. The first two enable 
isolation operations for fault subsequently, and the latter can be restored to service. According to [5], the operation of 
sound stages in unbalanced short circuit errors in order to support the integration of one-stage protection devices should 
continue with modern microgrids. Selective phase tripping can be achieved given accurate fault type and fault phase 
information[6]. As a result, the reliability of sys-tems is improving significantly [7], and this protection system is being 
gradually adopted by utilities [8]. In addition, accurate detection of the failure location can considerably reduce service 
restoration efforts[9], which is increasingly important if underground operations are to be restored. 

Data and digital signal processing methods for microgrid fault type or phase detection are used in recent years by a 
growing number of researchers. For example, random tree and random forest are often used to detect faults in both the 
networked and insulated microgrid systems (see example for [4], [10]–[12]). For the detection of defects in the 
literature[3] [12] also have been used other machine learning techniques e.g. vector support and algorithms of 
neighbouring k-nearest. Due to these data-driven approaches' high calculation speed, satisfactory fault classification can 
be developed nearly in real time. Furthermore, in order to better exploit the time-frequence properties for analyzes 
[3],[4],[12], digital signals processing approaches such as discrete Fourier transform and discrete Wavelet (DWT) are used 
for "pre- processing" input signals. For investigations of microgrid fault detection plans in the literature, interested readers 
may refer to [1] and [4]. In the development of microgrid fault detection programmes, however, there remains a research 
gap. Some existing research cannot provide information about the fault type and cannot therefore be properly adopted in 
the trip paradigm of the single phase (see [12], [13] for examples). In addition, current work on detecting fault locations 
focuses on microgrids with low-voltage CDs, e.g. [14], [15]. The location fault can normally be identified by travelling or 
injection-driven algorithms in AC distribution network [9], [16]. Traveling wave algorithms, however, are affected by 
reflected wave detection problems and problems of discrimination[14],[17], some of which require synchronised 
communication link data[18] No fault locating performance on islanded microgrids and loop/ring topology networks was 
demonstrated by either. Meanwhile, phase-to-ground faults are the sole applicable injection-based algorithms in the radial 
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networks [14]. This article presents a smart failure detection system based on DWT and the recent development of deep 
neural networks (DNN), a class of machine learning techniques driven by data to overcome a fault detection gap for IIDG-
enabled microgrids. Whereas DWT is likely to cause noise and power disturbances, DNN is introduced with the exceptional 
ability of DNN to handle noise data [19][20] to improve its robustness The scheme of fault detection scheme is presented 
in Fig. 1. Fig. 1. The system uses current magnitudes of three phases in a cycle, which are sampled as input data via 
protective relays. DWT processes the measurements to remove the time-frequency domain functionalities. In addition, the 
measurements will then be included in three DNNs for classification of fault type, identification of fault phase and 
detection of fault locations. Finally, information about the fault is developed, which can be used in subsequent protection 
and remedial control measures. This report summarizes the contributions of: 

We propose an IEEE 5 BUS system failure detection mechanism to provide accurate and expedited information about the 
defect type, phase and location; 

• ANN and ANFIS are combined with DWT in order to resolve the data-driven microgrid failure detection problem; 
 We conduct extensive case studies to analyse the performance of the mechanism proposed and compare the 

results with the latest technology. 
 The proposed detection results can be accurate and quick (type, phase, and location) without communications 

compared with existing defect detection mechanisms. It can be adapted to various operating modes, network 
topologies and radiale and loop topology, for example grid-connected, isolated mode. Power dynamics can also be 
handled with both conventional and IIDG synchronous generators. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).  

The FT does not provide direct data for a signal oscillating and is suitable for investigating the problems of the constant 
state. STFT divides the full time interval into several small/equal intervals, which will be analysed separately by FT. 
However, it is ineffective to detect very short and high frequency signals via STFT. Due to its diverse window function for 
the time domain, the WT has been used widely to analyse passing signals. T   WT              FT     STFT 
                T   DWT            WT                                             T   DWT                           
                 T   DWT                                                       and dj filter banks (k). A low-pass filter H and a 
high-pass filter g[25] decompose the signal. A factor of 2 A is then sampled for the filtered signal. 

 

Fig:1 4 level Three-scale signal decomposition 

Methodology: 

Artificial Neural Network 

The structure of an ANN must be simple and efficient for solving the problem to implement an ANN in a chip. The ANN is 
carried out because it has the capacity to learn. The works presented in [2], [8], [10], [11], [16], [17], [19] can therefore be 
avoided in their demerits. The ANN used in the paper is a three-faceted network with seven inputs [28]: difference 
between the two- and three-phase-         VA−B, VB−C, VA−C                         ,                                  
current (IA-00B, IB−C, IA−C ,      he neutral-current entropy wavelet; (Ig). The ANN has a cached layer and a layer of 
output. Fig. 4 displays the structure of the neural network. The neural network is able to identify 11 types (single-phase to-
ground, unbalanced two-phase, and balanced faults) of faults occurring at the grid side, Zone A, or Zone B. As shown in Fig. 
4, there are one neuron at the output layer: to localize, classify and identify the fault in this paper 3 ANN is connect  
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ANN1 HAS 10 INPUT AND 10 OUTPUTS  

ANN2 HAS 10 INPUT AND 5 OUTPUTS, 

ANN3 HAS 5 INPUT AND 2 OUTPUTS  

Thus, the studied faulty locations are only three and are given in Fig. 2. The architecture of the ANN (e.g., the number of 
hidden layers) is decided generally by heuristics [28]. More hidden layers tend to attain a good fitting but are most likely to 
be overfitting. This implies that the ANN fits too well to the training set but does not perform well on the testing set.  

Adaptive network fuzzy inference systems 

To illustrate the use of neural networks for fuzzy inference, we present some successful adaptive neural network fuzzy 
inference systems, along with training algorithms known as ANFIS. These structures, also known as adaptive neuro-fuzzy 
inference systems or adaptive network fuzzy inference systems, were proposed by Jang [35]. It should be noted that 
similar structures were also proposed independently by Lin and Lee [40] and Wang and Mendel [77]. These structures are 
useful for control and for many other applications. 

To fix the ideas, consider the problem of graphically representing the way fuzzy control is achieved in the Sugeno-Takagi 
model. For a simple example, consider a fuzzy rule base consisting of only two rules:. 

R1: If x1 is A1 and x2 is B1 then y = f1 (x) 

R2: If x1 is A2 and x2 is B2 then y = f2 (x) 

Where, Ai and Bi are fuzzy sets and 

f1 (x) = z11x1 + z12x2 + z13 

f2 (x) = z21x1 + z22x2 + z23 

Recall that when numerical input x = (x1, x2) is presented, the inference mechanism will produce the numerical output 

 

A fuzzy-neural network for implementing the above is shown in figure 3.2. The observed input x = (x1, x2) is presented to 
Layer 1 by Input Layer 0. The output of Layer 1 is 

(O11, O12, O13, O14) = (A1 (x1), A2 (x1), B1 (x2), B2 (x2)) 

Where, the membership functions Ai, Bi, i = 1, 2, are specified in some parametric way from a family of membership 
functions, such as triangular or Gaussian. Layer 2 consists of fuzzy neurons with an aggregation operator being some t-
norm. We use the product t-norm in this example, in view of the way that product is used in Sugeno-T     ’            
procedure. The output of Layer 2 is 

(O21, O22) = (A1 (x1) B1 (x2), A2 (x1) B2 (x2)) 

Layer 3 is a normalize. The output of Layer 3 is 
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Figure2: First-order Sugeno fuzzy model with two rules 

The fuzzy neurons in Layer 4 output the values 

 

Finally, the output layer calculates the control action by summing: 

 

Of course, the above neural network type for representing the inference procedure for a rule base of two rules can be 
extended in an obvious way to an arbitrary number of rules. 

 

Fig. 3 Fully connected ANFIS 1 structure. 
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Proposed work: 

 

Fig4. IEEE 5 BUS system model                                 fig5. wavelet-based ANN and ANFIS model 

 

Fig6. wavelet subsystem model                                                                         fig.7 ANFIS subsytem model 
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Fig 8. ANN subsystem model 

TABLE 1 DATASET FOR ANN AND ANFIS 

 

In this project IEEE5 bus system is simulated in matlab 2016, for anlysis of fault wavelet-based ANN and ANFIS is applied 
on model. Fig.4 shows IEEE5 bus system. Fig.5 shows complete model with wavelet subsystem model, ANN0 model and 
ANFIS model. In fig. 6 wavelet subsystem is connected continues waveform of Vabc and Iabc is converted into discrete 
waveform and after that DWT (discrete wavelet transform) is applied. But after DWT waveform is converted into 
continues signal to calculate the result from DWT.  
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For giving a steady constant result to ANN and ANFIS, DWT is converted energy signal. Fig.7 shows ANFIS model in that 3 
ANFIS is applied. On which 1st ANFIS is for identify location of fault, 2nd is for identify the fault on system and 3rd ANFIS is 
for diagnosed fault or normal condition. In same way ANN is connected which is show in fig.8  

RESULT:  

NOEMAL CONDITON: 

 

FIG.9 VOLTAGE Vabc AND CURENT Iabc waeform 

 

Fig.10 wavelet DWT of voltage and current 
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Fig.11  energy waveform of current and voltage 

Fault condition  

 

Fig.12  Vabc and Iabc at zone1 LG fault 
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FIG.13 ANN SHOWS LG FAULT AND FAULT AT BUS 5 

 

FIG.14 ANFIS SHOW LLG fault and on bus 5. 
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fig 9 to fig. 14 shows result waveform of fault condition and normal condition. From the result we get 51 different cases 
viz. LG FAULT (3 TYPES), LL FAULT (3 TYPES), LLG FAULT (3 TYPE), LLLLG/LLLL FAULT AND NORMAL CONDITION. All 
this fault is taken on 5 buses so it will be total 51 cases. All these 51 cases are experimented on IEEE 5 BUS system with 
discrete based ANN and ANFIS.  

CONCLUSION:  

The proposed method is based on wavelet transform and a new classifier named as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and 
wavelet transform. The proposed method is implemented on a 5 bus IEEE bus grid in MATLAB/SIMULINK software.  The 
results show the high accuracy of fault detection of the proposed method. In this paper, 5 bus is considered, in which 
different fault is taken and this fault is localized, identified by the wavelt analysis, ANN technique and ANFIS technic. This 
method implemented for classify or detection of fault in IEEE 14 bus system. In this paper we were classify the fault using 
ANN and ANFIS classifier. It is observed that ANN classify the event of islanding up to 90% while ANFIS classify the event 
of FAULT up to 74.3%.  Hence it is clear that ANN provide best classification results for detection of FAULT number event. 
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